
For the avoidance of any misunderstanding, we reproduce below the full transcript of all 

email exchange between AP and ACE relating to the ‘reputation’ clause in its draft NPO 
agreements (see http://www.artsprofessional.co.uk/news/arts-council-adds-new-

gagging-clause-npo-contracts) The correspondence is in reverse date/time order. The 
name of ACE’s press contact with whom we have been working has been redacted to 

preserve their anonymity. 

 

From: [name] 
Sent: 24 September 2014 10:51 

To: Liz Hill [mailto:Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk] 
Subject: Peter Bazalgette tweet 
 
 
Dear Liz, 
  
I have seen the exchange but thank you for drawing my attention to it. 
Whilst there are no factual inaccuracies in your piece, as you are aware, we feel that it isn’t 
balanced. If you had made it clear during our exchange that you felt this was a ‘gagging 
clause’ we would have responded to your inaccurate interpretation of the clause more 
specifically. 
It has never been our intention to restrict organisations from speaking about Arts Council 
decisions or policies, and/or to allow for funds to be withdrawn if an organisation takes an 
artistic position that is politically sensitive. The Arts Council seeks to seek to protect, not 
undermine freedom of expression at every opportunity.  
  
However, it’s clear that the wording was open to misinterpretation, and so we have taken the 
opportunity therefore to clarify the wording of this clause.  
  
It is now: The Arts Council may impose additional conditions if ...   the Arts Council has 
reasonable grounds to believe that the Agreed Activities are being carried out by the 
Organisation in a way that may have a detrimental effect on the Agreed Activities or on the 
Arts Council’s role as a distributor of public money. For the avoidance of doubt, this would 
apply to the manner and speed of the delivery of the Agreed Activities or to any illegal or 
negligent actions by the Organisation and not to any artistic decision made by the 
Organisation. 
  
Examples to illustrate the purpose of this clause include: 
•           A volunteer at a funded organisation has faced repeated allegations from parents of 
seriously abusing children who are taking part in an education activity there.  Recently it has 
become clear that these allegations and complaints to the organisation have escalated over 
a period of years but have been ignored by senior staff and the Board, and police are now 
investigating.  The organisation’s Relationship Manager has ascertained that the 
organisation does not have a working Child Safeguarding policy, and we are aware also that 
the Board is refusing to take steps to suspend the volunteer, or prevent him from working 
with children whilst the police investigation is underway. The Arts Council decides to vary the 
funding agreement by inserting an additional condition requiring the organisation to 
immediately review its Child Protection policy and procedures in accordance with NSPCC 
Guidelines, confirm in writing to the Arts Council that it has up to date DBS searches on all 
volunteers and to report to its trustees on the situation evidencing those reports to the Arts 
Council 
•           A funded organisation has agreed to deliver a talent development programme as 
part of the Agreed Activity but has failed to meet any milestones set in place, indicating that 
the talent development programme will not be delivered. If it becomes clear that the 
organisation either is unable to, or unwilling to, progress the Activity as agreed the Arts 
Council would be able to impose additional conditions such as monthly milestones, 
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management accounts and reports submitted to the organisation's trustees detailing the 
remedial plan until it was confident that the agreed programme would be delivered, or until 
the element of the grant for that programme had been recovered. 
We may also make other tweaks and changes to the draft Funding Agreement during the 
negotiation phase to clarify and simplify wording, and to respond to feedback where 
appropriate. 
I’m afraid that those tweets rather jumped the gun so we will ask him to clarify this morning 
to make it clear that the clarification to the clause has been made. 
  
Best wishes 
[name]  
  

From: Liz Hill [mailto:Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk]  

Sent: 24 September 2014 09:02 

To: [ name  ] 
Subject: Peter Bazalgette tweet 
  
Hi [ name   ] 
  
I was disappointed to see that your Chair has put out a tweet implying that our story about the NPO 
contract clauses relating to ACEs reputation was inaccurate. You may not have seen the exchange. 
In response to a tweet by @Article19, he said "that is not the clause going into the NPO agreements 
in January. So remember not to believe everything you read" and when @Article19 replied "so that 
story is completely false then, not a word of truth in it?" Peter Bazalgette did not correct their 
interpretation, but replied "mark my words." 
  
Therefore, please would you answer the following questions for me: 
  
1.       Are there any factual inaccuracies in my article here 
http://www.artsprofessional.co.uk/news/arts-council-adds-new-gagging-clause-npo-contracts? If so, 
what are they, and I will correct them? You contacted me very shortly after publication explaining 
that you wanted to draw attention to the whole of the response ACE gave to my questions, and I 
immediately suggested a route by which you could do that, and do it quickly so that readers could 
see your interpretation of the issue alongside our own. But at no stage did you suggest that my 
reporting was inaccurate or request a correction. 
  
2.       If my article was factually correct, then please would you interpret for me your Chair's 
assertion "that is not the clause going into the NPO agreements in January." My interpretation is 
that ACE has, subsequent to our publishing the story, decided to amend or delete the new clause 
when the final contracts are issued in January. Please would you confirm or otherwise whether that 
is the case. If that is not a correct interpretation, please would you explain what Peter Bazalgette 
meant by his comment. 
  
3.       The statement "remember not to believe everything you read" implies that we have falsely 
stated the facts in our article. As Peter Bazalgette did not disabuse @Article19 of their subsequent 
assumption that the "story is completely false then, not a word of truth in it", this leaves the 
impression that our reporting has been inaccurate. As you know (and probably to your great 
annoyance) I am meticulous in my background research when reporting news, and I object most 
strongly to any implication that we make things up. We don't. And if we get something wrong we 
will publish a correction. You already know this. The only time you have ever asked me for a 
correction was when we published an excerpt from another website together with a link to the full 
article (ironically, a story by Article 19) and we immediately took the section in question off our own 
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website and suggested that you contact them to get the original source corrected. Therefore, please 
would Peter Bazalgette correct the impression he has left on Twitter that our story is not to be 
believed. 
  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 Liz 
 

 
 
From: [ name ] 
Sent: 19 September 2014 16:31 

To: Liz Hill 

Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
 

Thanks Liz, we’ll look into doing this. 
  
[ name ] 
  
 

From: Liz Hill [mailto:Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk]  
Sent: 19 September 2014 16:08 

To: [ name ] 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
Hi [ name ]. I read your response carefully, but I didn’t feel that the central section was relevant to 
the point we were making, which was purely about ‘reputation’. But I do not want to misrepresent 
you in any way, so it would be useful if you would put up a comment – and if you do it quick it will be 
up there before the email hits in a big way. 
Does that sound reasonable? 
Liz 
  
  
 

  
From: [ name ] 
Sent: 19 September 2014 16:04 
To: Liz Hill 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
Hi Liz, 
  
I’ve just seen the piece and wonder if you might consider, in the interests of balance, putting 
up our full response? 
  
If not, then I think we might put our full response, including the questions for context, either 
as a comment for your readers or on our own site in some way but wanted to suggest the 
above to you first. 
  
Thanks [ name ] 
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From: [ name ] 
 

Sent: 19 September 2014 14:04 

To: Liz Hill 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
Great- it's only a timing thing - particularly when other people need to be consulted! 
  
Speak soon 
[ name ] 
  

   
 

Liz Hill <Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk> wrote: 

  

Great – thanks for arranging  this [ name ] . Sorry to put you under pressure .  
I’ll include this in the piece.  
Liz 
  
  
 

 
From: [ name ] 
Sent: 19 September 2014 10:36 
To: Liz Hill 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
Hi Liz, 
  
I’ve been able to speak to legal this morning so please see below. 
  
As you would expect, ahead of the next three year funding period the Funding Agreement 
was routinely reviewed and has been slightly updated - but there are no substantial changes. 
The Funding Agreement for 2015-18 contains two distinct clauses relating to the Arts 
Council’s rights to take action under the Funding Agreement: clause 7 provides for situations 
where the grant may need to be withheld or repaid and clause 8 covers situations where we 
are not acting under clause 7 but wish to ensure full delivery of the Agreed Activity and may 
need therefore to add additional conditions during the term of the grant. 
Both clauses contain reference to a reputational risk to the Arts Council as a distributor of 
public funds. The Arts Council has a duty to protect public funds and to ensure that they are 
spent properly and in accordance with the Agreed Activity. 
If, for example it was likely that a funded organisation was not going to deliver any Activity 
and/or used the funding for activities not related in any way to their application, then we 
would firstly consider imposing an additional condition such as setting precise milestones 
and /or if there was no chance of any satisfactory delivery then we would use clause 7 to 
stop paying the grant. 
Regarding any actions that the Arts Council might wish to take to manage a reputational risk- 
we fully support artistic freedom of expression and would certainly not consider that using 
public funds for a play critical of the Arts Council would lead to any breach of our Funding 
Agreement but an organisation undertaking any activity which was in breach of any 
legislation would of course be an entirely different matter. 
  
Best wishes 
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[ name ] 
 
  

 

From: Liz Hill [mailto:Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk]  

Sent: 18 September 2014 13:06 
To: [ name ] 
 

Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
Ok – thanks for letting me know. We can always run a second piece if it doesn’t come in time. 
L 
   
  

From: [ name ] 
 
Sent: 18 September 2014 09:43 
To: Liz Hill 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
In sending the note, I've just had an out of office from our main legal contact, she's back in 
tomorrow but thought best to let you know as it's likely this won't be completed by 1pm for 
you.  
  
Thanks [ name ] 
 

 
 

From: Liz Hill [Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk] 

Sent: 18 September 2014 09:32 
To: [ name ] 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 

Thanks [ name ] . By ‘legal actions’ I mean doing something that isn’t illegal! (e.g. committing fraud 
would be illegal, and it’s clear why this would drag  ACE’s reputation down; but staging a play about 
corruption in arts funding wouldn’t be, though I can see that ACE might not like it much) 
I could work with a 1pm response, if that would make life a bit easier? Hopefully it’s a very easy 
question for the legal team, as they put it in there! 
All the best 
Liz 
  
  
  

  
From: [name]  
Sent: 18 September 2014 09:25 
To: Liz Hill 
Subject: RE: NPO contracts 
  
Hi Liz  
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Before I start looking into this could you clarify what you mean by 'legal actions' as that isn't 
referred to in the body of the text you've pasted. 9am is a very ambitious turn around if I end 
up having to speak to our legal team by the way - as they are shared services and have 
other deadlines to meet. 
  
Best wishes 
[ name ] 
 

 
From: Liz Hill [Liz@artsprofessional.co.uk] 

Sent: 18 September 2014 09:15 
To: [ name ] 
Subject: NPO contracts 

Hello [ name ] 
 
I would like an explanation from the Arts Council in connection with a clause in its draft NPO 
contracts. In 2012-15 the contract read: 
  
6.3 The Arts Council may also withhold or demand repayment of all or part of the grant if the 
Organisation: 
 ....  
6.3.7 acts in such a way that the Arts Council believes it has significantly affected the Agreed 
Programme, or is likely to harm the Arts Council's or the Organisation's reputation or it is in the Arts 
Council's discretion necessary to protect public money; 
  
But the equivalent clause in the draft 2015-18 contracts reads: 
8.1 The Arts council has the right to impose additional terms and conditions on the grant if: … 

                              the Arts Council judges that members of the Organisation’s governing body, volunteers 
or staff or any person or organisation closely involved in carrying out the Agreed Activity act in a way 
that may have a detrimental effect on the Agreed Activity or on the Arts Council’s reputation as a 
distributor of public money or as a Government sponsored body; 
  
Please would someone at ACE explain why this change is being introduced. Please could I also have 
some examples of legal actions by organisations that ACE would judge may have a detrimental effect 
on the its reputation as a distributor of public money or as a Government sponsored body. 
  
Could I have something by 9am tomorrow on this [ name ]? 
  
Thanks very much 
Liz 
  
 


